
OngO®Rhei

Even Heraclitus of Ephesus (circa 520–460 BC) recognized that “Panta rhei ... 

everything flows.” 

Today, in the 21st century, the rhei – the flow – is the basis of our global society. The flow 

of information and stimuli has a constant influence on our being and affects our exis-

tence. If this flow becomes too strong, we start to falter and we lose touch with our own 

well-being. This is where movement can help. When sitting on an OngO®, movement 

happens playfully and almost by itself. In this way we experience tension and relaxation, 

stability and flexibility, well-being and health.

The design of OngO®Rhei reflects this ideal: the visual depiction of movement. Every-

thing flows. From microcosmos to macrocosmos. The human body in a flowing 

transition from playful movement to healthy sitting. This enables us to forget thoughts 

of self and time, guiding us unconsciously to experience a host of beneficial effects.
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